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The governing National Republican Association party (Asociacion Nacional Republicana, ANR
known as the Colorado party) is engulfed in a political crisis over the election of presidential
candidates for Paraguay's upcoming general elections, scheduled for May 9. Two different
candidates claim to be the legitimate victor in last December's party primaries (for previous
coverage see NotiSur 01/26/93.) The crisis has raised fears of a possible rupture in the country's
fragile constitutional order. On the one hand, many are concerned that the government will
postpone the elections until the conflict is resolved. On the other hand, fear reigns that President
Andres Rodriguez might institute a Fujimori-style "auto-golpe" and simply refuse to turn over
power to his successor. On Feb. 16, Rodriguez responded to these rumors, forcefully promising
not to postpone the presidential elections. In addition, he emphasized that there would be no
interference in the electoral process, regardless of whether the Colorado party manages to select
a candidate. "The May elections will take place without problems," said Rodriguez. "I can affirm,
reaffirm, and confirm that the elections will occur and that the transfer of presidential command
will take place [as scheduled] Aug. 15, 1993." Rodriguez added he had done everything possible to
resolve the ANR dispute through mediation. He attributed the crisis to the "radical stand" taken
by candidate Luis Maria Argana, who is connected to former head of state Alfredo Stroessner.
Rodriguez and top military chief Gen. Lino Oviedo have accused Argana of receiving financial
support from Stroessner. Given the failure of mediation efforts, the two Colorado party factions
scheduled an "extraordinary" party convention for Feb. 14. At the convention, delegates were
to have elected new members of the party's electoral tribunal, who would in turn recount the
December primary ballots and announce a winner. However, the convention was suspended
following charges of fraud in the counting of votes for tribunal members. The convention was then
rescheduled for Feb. 20, but suspended again at the last minute due to lack of a two-thirds quorum.
The convention is now scheduled for Feb. 27. The constitutional deadline for the presentation of
party presidential candidates is March 9. In a further effort to resolve the crisis, on Feb. 18 Rodriguez
proposed a law which would allow a political party to run several candidates in the elections. Under
the proposal, the candidate who receives the most votes within each party would then be allotted
the sum of votes cast for all that party's candidates. Rodriguez immediately convened congress into
special session in order to consider the measure. Members of the opposition, however, rejected the
proposal as unconstitutional, since the new magna carta requires the president and vice president
be chosen through a simple majority of direct votes. In addition, critics argued that the measure
would only favor the Colorado party in the upcoming elections, since all other parties have already
selected single candidate slates. Domingo Laino, candidate for the Authentic Radical Liberal Party
(Partido Liberal Radical Autentico, PLRA), called the proposal a "legal coup." (Sources: Notimex,
02/14/93; Agence France-Presse, 02/13/93, 02/16/93, 02/18/93, 02/19/93; Spanish news service EFE,
02/13/93, 02/17/93, 02/18/93, 02/20/93)
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